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4 MACQUARIE SPELLING WORKBOOK

Introduction

The Macquarie Dictionary is Australia’s national dictionary and is regarded as the standard 

reference on Australian English. Dictionaries are an essential part of our education. 

They give a lot more information than just the spelling and meaning of a word – they 

also tell you how to pronounce a word, how to use the word in a sentence, as well as 

giving information about the word’s history and its family of related words. Many of our 

dictionaries also include a guide to grammar and punctuation!

Macquarie has been involved in spelling bees for over 20 years and has worked closely 

with teachers and expert consultants to produce spelling guides and workbooks. These 

Macquarie Dictionary Spelling Workbooks concentrate on the language conventions 

tested in the NAPLAN assessments – spelling, grammar and punctuation. For each 

workbook year, the content covered in the activities and questions falls within the 

standards set by the Australian Curriculum. There is a workbook for Years 3, 4, 5 and 6. 

Even though the NAPLAN assessments are only held in Year 3 and 5 in the primary years, 

it is extremely important to practise and prepare.

NAPLAN stands for the National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy. It is an 

annual assessment for students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 and covers the areas of reading, 

writing, language conventions and numeracy. The language conventions component 

focuses on spelling, grammar and punctuation. To find out more about the National 

Assessment Program (NAP) which includes NAPLAN visit https://www.nap.edu.au/

As well as being fun and interactive, the games, activities and puzzles encourage students 

to think in different ways and use different approaches to learning. The NAPLAN-style 

questions give the students practice for the assessment tests and help them become 

familiar with the assessment style. 

Learning should be fun, and that’s just what the Macquarie Dictionary 
Spelling Workbooks are!
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YEAR 5 5

Tips for using this book

Follow the Spelling Bee as it buzzes from page to page, leading you on an adventure 

through lots of different activities that will have you thinking hard and laughing out loud. 

Before you start, here is some advice from the Spelling Bee:

• use a pencil to write in the answers and to shade in the circles

• have an eraser handy – you may want to change your answers

• read through each question carefully

• start keeping a list of the spelling words that seem to always cause you trouble so 

you can practise them – you can use the notes section on page 62

• come up with your own memory tips for those really tricky words, for example, 

think of an ill gorilla to remind yourself of the double l in gorilla

For multiple choice activities:

• see if you can work out what the answer is before looking at the options

• make sure to read all of the options before choosing your answer

• fill in the circle completely

Now, the Spelling Bee is itching to get started and show you what it has 
waiting for you!
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6 MACQUARIE SPELLING WORKBOOK

Anyone trying to master English spelling will soon learn that it’s often very tricky. 
English can have many different ways of representing the same sound in writing.  Look 
at how the ‘ay’ sound is spelt in these words:

 mate, eight, play, great, veil

The following table shows some of these unexpected spellings. Not all have been 
listed, as some occur only once or twice in fairly unusual words. On the other hand, 
some spellings have been included that occur in only a small number of words 
(sometimes only one!) if those words are common.

The table is given as general information about English spelling, but also as an aid to 
finding hard-to-spell words in a dictionary.

To use this table, think of the sound you are trying to spell. Then consider whether it is 
a vowel or a consonant. The vowels are listed in sound groups, and the consonants are 
listed alphabetically.

The lists under each sound, along with the spelling in each heading (Sounds like a as in 
‘bat ’), cover most of the ways that that particular sound can be spelt. Note that many of 
these spellings include the so-called ‘silent letters’ of English.

If a sound is not listed (b, for example), it means that it is quite straightforward and has 
only one spelling. The following is a summary of the sounds listed, in the order in which 
they appear in the table. 

A guide to sounds and spelling

 VOWELS a sounds e sounds i sounds
  a as in ‘bat’ e as in ‘get’ i as in ‘bit’
  ah as in ‘cart’ ee as in ‘sleep’ uy as in ‘buy’
  ay as in ‘day’ air as in ‘hair’ ear as in ‘near’

  o sounds u sounds er sounds
  o as in ‘dot’ u as in ‘but’ er as in ‘fern’
  oh as in ‘coat’ oo as in ‘book’ uh as in ‘better’
  aw as in ‘saw’ ooh as in ‘boot’ 
  ow as in ‘now’  
  oy as in ‘boy’  
   
 CONSONANTS ch as in ‘chat’ k as in ‘kite’ sh as in ‘shed’
  f as in ‘fan’ m as in ‘mat’ t as in ‘tap’
  g as in ‘get’ n as in ‘net’ w as in ‘wet’
  h as in ‘hat’ r as in ‘run’ z as in ‘zoo’
  j as in ‘jam’ s as in ‘sat’ zh as in ‘treasure’
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YEAR 5 7

Sounds like a as in ‘bat’ – could be spelt ...
 ai plait
 a(l) salmon

Sounds like ah as in ‘cart’ – could be spelt ...
 a craft
 a(l) almond
 ar bar
 er clerk
 au aunt
 ear heart

Sounds like ay as in ‘day’ – could be spelt ...
 a bake
 e(t) ballet
 ai maid
 aigh straight
 au gauge
 ea great
 ei veil
 ey grey
 eigh weigh

Sounds like e as in ‘get’ – could be spelt ...
 u bury
 ea bread
 ei leisure
 ie friend

Sounds like ee as in ‘sleep’ – could be spelt ...
 e these
 i machine
 y carry
 ay quay

Sounds like air as in ‘hair’ – could be spelt ...
 are dare
 ere there
 ear bear
 eir their

Sounds like er as in ‘fern’ – could be spelt ...
	 ir	 fir	 our	 journey
 ur hurt yr myrtle
 ear pearl ere were

Sounds like uh as in ‘better’ – could be spelt ...
 a apart ur murmur
 e crooked ai mountain
 i admiral au restaurant
 o melody ea forehead
 u careful ei foreign
 ar beggar ie mischief
 er jumper oi tortoise
 ir elixir ou famous
 yr martyr ough thorough
 or doctor our colour

Sounds like i as in ‘bit’ – could be spelt ...
 a damage u busy
 e pretty o women
 y crypt ui build

  A SOUND-TO-LETTER TABLE FOR ENGLISH  Vowels
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8 MACQUARIE SPELLING WORKBOOK

Sounds like o as in ‘dot’ – could be spelt ...
 a want ow knowledge
 au sausage ou cough

Sounds like oh as in ‘coat’ – could be spelt ...
 o hope oo brooch
 oa boat ou shoulder
 au chauvinist ow own
 ew sew o(l) folk
 oe doe  

Sounds like aw as in ‘saw’ – could be spelt ...
 a all oar oar
 ar war oor door
 or for ough bought
 au author our four
 augh caught a(l) chalk
 oa broad  

Sounds like ow as in ‘now’ – could be spelt ...
 au gaucho ough plough
 ou couch  

Sounds like oy as in ‘boy’ – could be spelt ...
 oi avoid  

Sounds like u as in ‘but’ – could be spelt ...
 o other oe does
	 ou	 country	 oo	 flood

Sounds like oo as in ‘book’ – could be spelt ...
 u pull ou courier
 o wolf  

Sounds like ooh as in ‘boot’ – could be spelt ...
 oo pool ue due
 o do ew few
 oeu manoeuvre eu feud
 ough through eau beauty
 ou soup ui suit

Sounds like uy as in ‘buy’ – could be spelt ...
 i hive eye eye
 y sly eigh height
 ai aisle ie cries
 ei either  

Sounds like ear as in ‘hear’ – could be spelt ...
 eer beer eir weird
 er cereal ier tier
 ea theatre
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YEAR 5 9

  A SOUND-TO-LETTER TABLE FOR ENGLISH  Consonants
Sounds like ch as in ‘chat’ – could be spelt ...
 c cello  

Sounds like f as in ‘fan’ – could be spelt ...
 ph photo ft soften
 gh cough  

Sounds like g as in ‘get’ – could be spelt ...
 gu guard gh ghost

Sounds like h as in ‘hat’ – could be spelt ...
 wh who  

Sounds like j as in ‘jam’ – could be spelt ...
 g giant dj adjust
 dg ledge ge huge

Sounds like k as in ‘kite’ – could be spelt ...
 c cat qu quay
 ch character ck pick

Sounds like m as in ‘mat’ – could be spelt ...
 mn autumn mb climb
 gm phlegm  

Sounds like n as in ‘net’ – could be spelt ...
 kn knee pn pneumonia
 gn gnome  

Sounds like r as in ‘run’ – could be spelt ...
 wr write  

Sounds like s as in ‘sat’ – could be spelt ...
 c cereal sc science
 ps psychology sw sword

Sounds like sh as in ‘shed’ – could be spelt ...
 ch champagne si dimension
 s sugar ci social
 ss tissue ti notion

Sounds like t as in ‘tap’ – could be spelt ...
 tw two ct indict
 bt debt pt receipt
 cht yacht  

Sounds like w as in ‘wet’ – could be spelt ...
 wh white  

Sounds like z as in ‘zoo’ – could be spelt ...
 se realise ss dissolve

Sounds like zh as in ‘treasure’ – could be spelt ...
 si version z seizure
 ge beige  
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10 MACQUARIE SPELLING WORKBOOK

b a _ l _ t  a ticket or paper you must fill in to record your vote

_ o l _ t i _  _  _ _  someone whose job is to represent people by being 
a member of the parliament and voting on the laws 
in the country

c a _  _ n _ t the group of leading people in a government

_ e _ u _  _ i c     a country which does not have a king or queen as 
its leader

_ e _  _ c r a _ _ the idea that everyone in a country  
has equal rights

e _ _ _ _  to choose by vote

g o _ _ _ n _ r  the representative of the queen  
in an Australian state

_ a _ _ r  the person elected to lead a city

_ o _ o n _ a group of people who have left their home and 
formed a settlement in a new land ruled by the 
parent country

p _ e m i _ _ the leader of a state government in Australia

c _ p _ t _ _ the city which is the official seat of government of 
a state or country

Can you guess what these words are, simply by looking at their 

meanings? You need to work out what each word is and then spell it correctly. 

We’ve filled in some letters in each word to help you along.

Hint! Each word has something to do with Australia’s system of government.

There are 12 words hidden in the grid below. Can you find them all? 

The words are in straight lines and can run forwards or backwards. They can be 

vertical (up and down), horizontal (sideways) or diagonal (slanted).  

What word am I
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There are 12 words hidden in the grid below. Can you find them all? 

The words are in straight lines and can run forwards or backwards. They can be 

vertical (up and down), horizontal (sideways) or diagonal (slanted).  

Find a word

aide

architect

auditor

butcher

clerk

editor

janitor

mayor

musician

solicitor

sheriff

teacher

 E K R O T I N A J  A  I  

 D   R   D   M   A   Y   O   R   I   U   C  

 I   O   Z   U   R   O   G   C   V   D   L  

 T   T   B   S   U   E   F   H   T   I   E  

 O   I   U   I   T   H   S   I   E   T   A  

 R   C   T   C   B   Y   O   T   D   O   L  

 C   I   C   I   H   T   E   E   Y   R   Z  

 H   L   H   A   R   E   H   C   A   E   T  

 E   O   E   N   O   L   J   T   Y   I   N  

 R   S   R   R   S   H   E   R   I   F   F  

 T   B   S   T   K   V   F   R   L   F   M  
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12 MACQUARIE SPELLING WORKBOOK

 PUNCTUATION CHECK 

Sentences
A sentence is a group of words, or even one word, which gives a self-contained 

and complete meaning. When written, a sentence begins with a capital letter and 

ends with one of these punctuation marks:

 . fullstop  ? question mark  ! exclamation mark

What type of sentence am I? The sentences have been mixed up. Draw 

a line to connect each sentence to the type of sentence it belongs to.

The ship is entering the harbour now. command

When is the ship due? exclamation

Signal the ship to enter the harbour now. question

What a wonderful sight! statement

You know that a comma is used to separate items in a list.

Commas are also used in pairs to indicate additional information in a sentence: 

The cheeky horse, which was Alan’s favourite, kept running away from him.

The pair of commas tell the reader where the additional information begins and 

ends. When the information is removed, the remaining words should form a 

sentence.

You can also use them when you want to separate one section of a sentence from 

another to make it easier or clearer to read.

Many	of	the	guests	were	going	first	to	the	beach,	then	on	to	the	party.

Here, the comma ensures that the reader doesn’t misread words from one phrase 

to the next.

As we walked along, the beach became rockier and rockier.

Without the comma, this sentence would be confusing for the reader.

Which sentence correctly uses commas? Shade in the circle below.

1  The aim, of the experiment was to create a chemical reaction.

  It was very important to add the substances, including the baking soda, 
in the right order.

  I accidentally knocked, the beaker of water, over.

  It took a long long time to clean up, the mess.

2 Where should the comma go in this sentence? Shade in the circle below.

 Halfway along the path was blocked by an avalanche.

     

There is another term that can be used instead of a full stop ( . )

Do you know what it is?  

T R I V I A

ANSWER:
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ANSWERS
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10 What word am I?

ballot a ticket or paper you must fill in to record your vote

politician someone whose job is to represent people by being a member 

of the parliament and voting on the laws in the country

cabinet the group of leading people in a government

republic a country which does not have a king or queen as its leader

democracy the idea that everyone in a country has equal rights

elect to choose by vote

governor the representative of the queen in an Australian state

mayor the person elected to lead a city

colony a group of people who have left their home and formed a 

settlement in a new land ruled by the parent country

premier the leader of a state government in Australia

capital the city which is the official seat of government of a state or 

country

11 Find a word

E K R O T I N A J  A  I  

D  R  D  M  A  Y  O  R  I  U  C  

I  O  Z  U  R  O  G  C  V  D  L  

T  T  B  S  U  E  F  H  T  I  E 

O  I  U  I  T  H  S  I  E  T  A  

R  C  T  C  B  Y  O  T  D  O  L  

C  I  C  I  H  T  E  E  Y  R  Z  

H  L  H  A  R  E  H  C  A  E  T  

E  O  E  N  O  L  J  T  Y  I  N  

R  S  R  R  S  H  E  R  I  F  F 

T  B  S  T  K  V  F  R  L  F  M  
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12 

statement

Punctuation check: Sentences

The ship is entering the harbour now. 

When is the ship due? 

Signal the ship to enter the harbour now. command

What a wonderful sight!                                      exclamation

question




